MANIFESTO

I, Rajesh Thorve (170070002), contesting for the post of Maintenance Councillor of Hostel 2 with a vision to make our hostel more equipped in terms of basic amenities and enhance our lifestyle here. I solemnly affirm to be accessible to everyone and open to criticism and suggestions. If elected, I intend to fulfill my vision in the following manner.

INITIATIVES

- Proper **caging** of all water purifiers and water coolers will be done to ensure safety of the equipments from stray animals
- Borewell pipeline will be extended till 3rd wing in order to cater the water supply to football field
- Propose to increase the no. of lights in corridor areas from 2 to 3
- Will purchase a new **printer** for the study room
- Will install new **CCTV cameras** in the hostel premises to increase the efficiency of current system
- Will push for **installation of ducts** in the mess kitchen area during summers
- Will coordinate with the mess council for **Digital payment of mess extras**
- Will float a google form for all the basic complaints in common areas, the database of which will be monitored by the hostel maintenance secretaries

FOLLOW UPS

- Will take active follow up on the **Bathroom and Toilet Renovation project**
- Will take active follow up on the **Balcony Demolishing Project**
- Will take follow up on shifting one unused AC from study room to music room
- Will ensure that sofas in TV room gets repaired in summers
- Will take follow up on the **swap of canteen and pool room**
- Will ensure that the cycle parking shed gets repaired in summers
- Will ensure that the installation of benches near Open Air Gym gets done during summers

GENERAL DUTIES

- Will attend all Hostel committee meetings to raise hostel issues to higher authorities
- Will ensure proper cleaning of rooms and common areas by inspecting at regular intervals
- Will ensure plumber, electrician and carpenters are available to solve hostel issues
- Will ensure that the gardener & the PHO workers follow the scope of work
- Will ensure efficient distribution of work to Maintenance Secretaries
- Will make sure that all the existing fire extinguishers are in working condition
- Will ensure proper working and maintenance of water coolers, dryers, washing machines and all other hostel equipments which are under the purview of maintenance council
- Will ensure that fogging is properly done once in a month by coordinating with PHO
- Will ensure the rules of hostel are properly enforced in coordination with council and hall manager
- Will coordinate with Gsec and other council members for smooth functioning of hostel work

CREDENTIALS

- Maintenance Secretary, Hostel 2 [2018-19]
- Events Coordinator, Mood Indigo 2018